
Meeting Mar 24th 2020 : Officer Meeting by Zoom 

Attendees : John Bowles (partially), Bill Deitchman, Bill Dillon, John Eilers, Keith Waddell 

1. Confirmation of the Alum Support proposal made by Bob Ellis was submitted to the meeting. 

This covered the bench support for the wall periphery of the Ho layout. Bob has provided costs 

of $340 for the wood necessary for the periphery support.  In addition he provided extra info on 

the wood for the bench supports for the peninsulars. Keith is in the process of asking for more 

detail from Bob on Costs for the peninsular wood. Rough cost is around $700-800 for all bench 

support. 

2. Next need is for a full costing for the wood for the benches. Chris has apparently gotten more 

detail on where to make the cuts for the benchwork but no costings to date. Bill Dillon will chase 

Chris to get more info and then share with Bill Deitchman. 

3. Home Depot donation. Bill Deitchman will chase HD, (has name) once he has all the listing of the 

wood and supplies necessary to approach HD. Bill plans to offer some options in providing 

exposure for HD such as Plaques, personalized freight cars, sponsor name on web site and 

facebook or a sign on the wall. 

4. There was a discussion on how to get club approval to move ahead with the wood purchase 

assuming HD say no ( HD may offer big discount instead). The club will need to approve the Bob 

Ellis support design for the peninsulars, we can do this via email via a Yes or No reply. Keith can 

send with diagrams of Ho plan layout, support structure and bench design. 

5. Storage yard support structure discussion. Big discussion on how to support the storage yard 

and access the switches on the upper yard.  Slide outs? Size? Drawers?. Decided to have Bill 

Dillon lead group of John B, Chris, Bob E, Bill Dei discuss and sort out design here. 

6. CA penalty for Club. $50 fine for not filling out S100 form – John E now filling form out. Needs J 

Bowles address. 

7. Tom Sullivan.  John Bowles has sent out note to Tom saying he owes $60 for back dues plus $12 

for bank fee because his original check bounced. Group wanted to retain Tom’s services and 

connections but wanted to remind him that he needs to pay dues. 

8. Signs: Need to get back to Riley on size of signs and what signs. Also need to return proposed 

sizes of signs on fence and building wall to irina (landlord). Bill Dei proposed 4ft by 8ft on blg, 3ft 

by 5ft on fence and ideally 4ft square one on corner of st. To avoid confusion Keith will get back 

on to Irina on the fence and blg signs sizes, while the two Bills will approach irina on a post and 

sign on PFE.  Name and direction to club. Keith will also get back to Riley. 

9. Trash cans. Bill Dillon doesn’t like idea that trash cans are outside on porch. Lin has previously 

obtained permission to  have trash cans on porch. No resolution on this issue. 

10. Meeting closed. 


